
Y JUNE 1944 no less than five Luftwaffe field 
divisions helped man Hitler’s vaunted “Atlantic 
Wall” to meet the expected Allied 
invasion of Western Europe.

   These divisions, spared the horrors of the Eastern 
Front, had time to organize themselves and 
train for the coming battle. They were, 
however, seriously disadvantaged by a 
lack of the best equipment (that went to 
the Waffen SS) and inadequate transport. 

Some units had to 
rely on captured 
French trucks 
and horse drawn 
vehicles. One 
particular Field 
Division had more 
than 2,500 horses 
on strength!
   In spite of 
these difficulties 
the Luftwaffe Field Divisions in 
Normandy put up a stiff resistance 
and suffered heavy casualties 
accordingly.

ATTACK! ATTACK!
   King & Country’s newest 
Normandy ‘44 release shows 14 
Luftwaffe infantrymen in action. 
Organized into 9 different groups 
of individuals and small sets these 
fighting airmen are perfect for any 

battlefront... East or West!
   Among them is a superb little 
searchlight set which along with a 
single “spotter” can augment any 
Luftwaffe airfield display.

MOBILE ARTILLERY
   Providing the important 
artillery support is the 

Sd.Kfz.251”Pakwagen” 
halftrack. Our K&C 

model comes in two 
versions - one in 

winter camouflage and 

the other in typical three-colour 
summer style. Both sets include 3 
different crew figures. Mounting a 
Pak. 40 anti-tank gun these proved 
deadly to Allied armour and soft 
skin vehicles alike.
   So if you’re ready for battle... 
K&C is ready to fight.

LUFTWAFFE FIELD 
DIVISION FACTS

   Between 1942 and 1945 no less 
than 21 Luftwaffe Field 
Divisions were raised. 
More than 250,000 
Luftwaffe personnel 
volunteered to serve in 
these units... Over 100,000 

were killed in action.

WS131
Sd.kfz.251 Pakwagen Set 

(Summer)

WS023
Advance Set

LW019
Mashine 
Gun Set

LW018
Section Leader

LW020
Panzer 
Schrek

LW027 Spotter

LW021  Officer

LW024
Lying Firing
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HEN THE 
N A Z I S 
came to 

power in 1933 
one of their 

foremost aims was to 
rebuild and reform 
a German Air Force 
banned under the Treaty 
of Versailles in 1919.
   By 1939, just 20 years 

later, they had indeed built the mightiest and most 
powerful air fleet the world had ever seen... The 
Luftwaffe.
   Five years later their once victorious, all-
conquering aerial armada was itself on the defensive 
against the even mightier air forces of Britain, 
America and Russia.

K&C’s AIR BATTLES
   Our latest WW2 release focuses on Hitler’s doomed 
Luftwaffe... one of its more revolutionary aircraft... 

the men (and women) who 
serviced the machines and... the 
other brave men who flew them 
in combat.

   Among our first 
three German aces are 
the legendary Adolf 
Galland... his great friend 
Werner Molders and the 
top-scoring Gunther Rail. 
Between them these three 
pilots scored almost 500 

enemy “kills”.
   Our featured aircraft is 

the strictly limited ME163 
“KOMET’... just 750 of this 

special model are being produced together with 
an airfield tractor and two figures. In addition, 
four Luftwaffe  ground crew are also available.
   Now is a great time to begin collecting your new 
King & Country Air Force... Look out for more 
in the future!

LW002
Major 
Werner 
Molders

LW007
Luftwaffe 
Helferin
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